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Hope from the structures – Testimonies
« Culture and creative imagination are agents of vitality”, by Elizabeth Askren-Brie, conductor,
France.
« How to live without the unknown in front of us?” René Char, by Philippe Augier, Mayor of
Deauville, France.
No ultimate progress without refinement of the human soul, by Eduardo Browne, Conductor and
musician, Chili.
To a common memory now supported between France and Germany, ARTE can and must be a
central actor of the transformation of Europe by culture, by Véronique Cayla, Chairman, ARTE,
France.
For a free and federative culture, by Myrim Errais Borges, assistant professor at Isbat (Superior
Institute of Beaux-Arts) and Flah (Faculty of letters, arts and humanities), Ministry of Higher
Education, Tunisia.
The « raison d’être” of culture: creating bridges where there are none, by Amos Gitai, film director,
Israel.
Culture is not luxury !, by Catherine Massip, archivist-paleograph, doctor of literature and social
sciences, director of study at the Ecole pratique des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, France.
Culture : the only and unique reason to hope, by Radu Mihaileanu, film director, France.
Reshaping a city through culture, by Richard Rasi, Mayor of Košice, European Capital of Culture,
2013, Slovakia.
Culture : the most powerful and the less expensive of the renewable energies !, by Eric Serra,
musician/composer, France.
Stimulating creativity and imagination through education and cultural exchanges, by Samuel
Sidibé, director of the national museum of Mali, Mali.

Towards a better governance to build the future of culture, by Celestino Spada, Member of the
Italian Association for cultural economy and of the editorial committee of the Italian newspaper
Economia della cultural, Italia.
Culture and the agenda for peace, by David Throsby, economist, Australia.
Culture is all the more necessary in the face of the challenges arising from the current crisis, by
Androulla Vassiliou, European Commission, Commissioner for Education, Culture, Multilingualism,
Sport, Media and Youth.
Finding back the taste for knowledge through art, by Zahia Ziouani, conductor, France.
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Elizabeth Askren-Brie, conductor, France.

“Culture and creative imagination
are agents of vitality”

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Creative imagination is the blood which feeds the society’s body ; culture is its behavior. Together,
they create essential links between distinct elements: generations, cultures, classes, nationalities.
They provide a way out of the mind, allowing it to leave the narrow borders of the everyday life. They
constitute the language of the inexpressible. Stronger than reasons to hope, they are agents of
vitality.
Who embodies it the best?
The generosity embodies the essence of culture and creative imagination. Generosity inspires
honesty, it favors the listening to the other, it fosters the sharing, it makes the passing on easier, it
makes possible the compassion.
“The real generosity towards the future consists in giving everything to the present”
- Albert Camus
What would be the personal initiative / work that embodies your reason to hope and how would
you like to pass it on to future generations?
My responsibilities as Head of educational activities of Fuoco Opera make me work with the
educational teams of regional schools, the National Theater of Saint Quentin en Yvelines and the
Ministry of Education in order to offer to the greatest number of people the pleasure to discover
classical music. Based on lyrical productions from the baroque period to contemporary productions
(Didon and Enee by Purcell, Giulio Cesare by Haendel, Rita by Donizetti, Mikado from Gilbert and
Sullivan, the coming global creation of Bacri …), the projects comprise musical interaction in schools
and sessions at the National Theater of Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines in order to highlight the talents
and the energy of 250 children of the region in an opera program of Mozart.
Opera Fuoco tries to describe its motivation like this: “Through these actions, Opera Fuoco wants to
participate in the training of the public of tomorrow, but also open a window, braek the social
barriers, which, particularly in the art sector, has no reason to be and simply listen, watch, interest
and give trust.”
Regarding the show Mikado of Gilbert and Sullivan which was given in June 2012 at the National
Theater of Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, the Lettre du Musicien declared:
“ A big success which will have brought together the cultural action of a whole city – and even more”
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“-I have internet!
-I have money!
-I have hope!”
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Philippe Augier, Mayor of Deauville, France.

« How to live without the unknown
in front of us?” René Char

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Yes, and I am delighted at it because, for about 40 years, the artists’ inventiveness and creativity and
the evolution of technologies have generated new artistic expressions, and above all new ways of
sharing the works and their mediation.
Who embodies it the best?
The emerging artists
That is why I am attached to what can favor and back young artists at the beginning of their career,
with residences, scholarships and times to confront and share with their elders. The Roederer
foundation thinks about it in the field of contemporary art. More modestly, in Deauville, our two
music festivals, our photographic festival and other cultural events are shaped on this principle of
constant invitation of emerging artists.
A new generation of cultural operators
Because they pay attention to the way culture carries a territory, I like how Didier Fusiller in Lille and
Créteil, Jean Blaise in Nantes, or José Manuel Goncalves at the 104 in Paris, imagine open and
creative projects, that often are demanding but that are always federative, popular and festive.
The invention of new places to share art and culture
With the invention of the cultural houses, André Malraux initiated in the 60s new ways of sharing
and confronting around culture in open spaces anchored to their times. 50 years after, new places of
culture followed them. New emblematic places have been built on heritage and experience (Centre
Pompidou, Lieu Unique in Nantes), bearing in mind places created at the time of occasional events,
that then continue their cultural approach (sorting in Lille, …) and the new generation of festivals.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
As a mayor, I pay attention to this question of places which decompartmentalize and favor access to
culture. How can culture divide up today? Depending on which method of connection, direct and
lively? How to gather generations around the transmission and sharing of culture? What are today’s
characteristics and configuration of a place favorable for discovery and artistic emotion?
With my municipal team, I carry out a project for the creation of a new type of cultural centre in
Deauville. It is an old convent. We are going to open a multimedia library in accordance with new
technologies and new behaviors of readers who are interested in pictures and music, a museum
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which will grant a large importance to painting but also to photography, and places able to host
concerts, meetings and maybe theater.
This place will be conceived to favor the meeting and sharing around culture and creativity, in a spirit
of pleasure and well-being. All of this embodies the values of the city.
In addition, in a city where buildings embody the habits of the touristic and seaside tradition or the
part business tourism is playing today, this new place will form and embody the importance Deauville
is now giving to culture. Culture thus becomes one of the driving forces behind our economy and our
social life.
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Eduardo Browne, Conductor and musician, Chili.

No ultimate progress without
refinement of the human soul

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
I will speak from the experience of music, especially classical music, as a bonding agent in society.
Culture is born from human interaction, but this interaction, with its essential corporal component, is
being altered by technology and the value of the “physical” social encounter is seen under a different
scope. People tend to misuse technological tools, which were created to connect them. Before the
appearance of the mobile phone and especially the internet access in those devices, it would never
occur to anybody that a gathering of people who know each other could be devoid of conversation. It
seems that personal seclusion is the path that the owners of those gadgets are quietly following,
whenever they check their messages (eg. facebook, e-mails…) or simply play games in the presence
of other people they could be talking to. Virtual connections seem to be favored by many.
Cultural acts can be very private. Getting in bed at night with a good book can be a profound cultural
experience. But a reason to hope in this world is the development of activities that foster the actual
interaction between human beings and not their estrangement through the use of technology or a
solitary approach to culture. That kind of interaction is to be expected when we envision cultural acts
being enjoyed as group activities, with our families, with friends. Sport events can be good instances
of emotional sharing and striving for a common goal. Music partakes of these motivations but adds,
especially in the case of classical music, an element that is usually absent in all social analysis: the
refinement of the soul. In a world that bids highly on big salaries, efficiency, personal promotion,
fame and a substantial amount of narcissism, the social interaction and the refinement of the soul, of
the sensitivity, which are the immediate sub-products of culture, give me a reason to hope.
Who embodies it the best?
Culture is a prerogative of any human group. An effort has to be made to preserve and disseminate
it, ensuring that no cultural manifestation is perceived as superior to any other. The knowledge of
cultures that are beyond state borders should be a core part of this initiative. The best way to
preserve and promote culture is to de-centralize its agents. The governments must create a legal
framework which ensures respect among its many manifestations and which allows them to thrive
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through the public and private funding of multiple initiatives. Another essential task of the
governments is the inclusion of the study of culture and practice of the arts in the educational
curriculum of children from a very early age and throughout their schooling, including
college/university level.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason for hope?
I am presently working on two projects in Chile: social promotion and crime prevention through the
creation of a massive youth orchestra program that is a mandatory part of the school curriculum and
the presentation of musicals in venues which hold 10,000 people, with very affordable ticket prices
to create new audiences.
The benefits of music making have been proven by several studies: it nurtures concentration,
discipline, mental order, social interaction and also refines the soul of the human kind. In the
underprivileged classes, it can also be perceived as a means of social promotion. Chile currently has
400 youth orchestras, which employ 10,000 children in school age. Even though the numbers are
quite telling, they represent only 0.3% of the 3,000,000 children who are in that age bracket. Seen
from this perspective, we could frankly assure that the impact of music making in the population is
almost inexistent… At the same time, my country is faced with social unrest derived from income
inequality and the lack of educational opportunities and a marked rise in crime. Teenager
perpetrators are also on the rise and the government seems to be more engaged in perfecting the
system that will allow the capture and punishment of the criminals, rather than providing society the
tools for a peaceful cohabitation, with a positive and socially fruitful interaction of its members. This
positive interaction lies at the base of any healthy community and also constitutes the core of crime
prevention. The reasons for this outbreak of violence are many, but few are talking about the fissures
in the Chilean soul, the responsible use of the spare time and the irrelevance in our society and in our
educational system of anything that is not “measurable”, especially through surveys or standardized
tests, which put enormous emphasis on tangible and political goals on the one hand, and on the
teaching of mathematics and language in the other, but never in the arts. In spite of all the
advantages provided by music making, youth orchestras and the study of an instrument have always
been extra-curricular activities. This means two things: the children have their instrumental lessons
and their orchestra rehearsals after a very long school day, when they are very tired and their
parents, in order to bring them to their classes, have to adjust to a different schedule than the
regular school pick-up time, which leads to more driving/bus taking on the side of the family. Many
families, being ignorant of the benefits of music making, choose not to alter these schedules, which
would become impractical in an already surcharged daily timetable, leaving no chance to the study of
this art. I am working at a project that will integrate the study of an orchestral instrument and the
participation in a youth orchestra to the school curriculum in three boroughs in Santiago of different
economic status and which will be observed by the Ministry of the Interior, which is responsible of
social security and crime prevention. After an analysis period, carried out by psychologists,
sociologists and musicians, the artistic and social impact of the program will be assessed and the
discussion of new laws for a big scale implementation of this program will begin.
The second project deals with Audience Building. I conducted the musical The Man of la Mancha at
the most prestigious venue in Chile, the Teatro Municipal de Santiago. It brought 35,000 people to
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the hall in 26 performances, the biggest audience that has ever attended the same work in the 150
years history of that Theater. It appeared three times in the front page of the most important
newspapers and helped start a renewed interest in the musical theater. Santiago is a city of almost
7,000,000 inhabitants, so only 0.5% of the total population saw the show. That figure is not relevant
and does not correspond to the connotation and impact the show had in the media. The reasons for
not reaching a bigger audience can be summed up in three points: the capacity of the venue, high
ticket prices and the lack of interest/ignorance of the population on the subject.
Several years ago Chile was confronted with a very serious problem: the growth of the population
needed more highway infrastructure, which the government could not afford. Private companies
competed to invest in various toll highways and the Chilean State assured the minimum earnings to
these companies, so that they would not hesitate in investing in projects that were badly needed. I
proposed the same kind of approach to the Ministry of Culture: musicals are the most multimedia
products in the music field, equivalent to opera but much easier to understand. Because they involve
acting, dancing, singing and orchestra playing, they are very entertaining and thus, very effective for
building audiences which will always find an artistic manifestation that will be close to their personal
experience. The project consists in attracting producers who will present a large number of
performances of musicals or other type of musical acts in large venues (10,000 and over), with
amplified sound and giant screens (to show the action in close-up format) and with publicity and very
affordable ticket prices, which will allow to build new audiences in all segments of the population.
The Chilean State will guarantee the minimum earnings to the producers, in the understanding that
this is a state policy, which addresses the need for cultural acts in our society.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
Culture is a common good. It manifests itself through the life of the people, who have to be
constantly made aware of its existence, of the heritage that has been bestowed on them and on the
possibilities of new contributions to this heritage. The preservation of culture is the task of the entire
society. Governments should be given a special assignment in reminding the people that no ultimate
progress can be attained without the refinement of the human soul, of which culture is one of its
exemplary exponents.
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Véronique Cayla, Chairman ,ARTE, France.

To a common memory now
supported between France and
Germany, ARTE can and must be a
central actor of the transformation
of Europe by culture.

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Yes, because I think that culture and art have an extraordinary power. They enable the human to
transcend his “ontologically” mortal condition and to banish the despair resulting from it.
Culture and art contain a philosophical, almost metaphysical strength. It is no accident that art arose
out of religion. Does not art bring absolute and eternity as religion does it for believers? Who has
not experienced this special, great and overwhelming emotion, while discovering a work, a unique
and boundless emotion?
So yes, I am a fervent believer! I believe in the metaphysical strength of art and culture. I believe
culture and art help us to live and to surpass ourselves …
Then culture gives me hope because it helps us to understand each other better and to understand
the other better. It is a way to bring people together, it constitutes a universal ideal that exceeds
particularities and singularities, and it is a formidable instrument of tolerance and fraternity. Cinema,
literature and painting are universal because the look they take at the world keeps the same amount
of emotion on every continent. It is a very comforting idea!
The history of cinema, and to a lesser extent this of broadcasting, is outstanding : it is the history of a
permanent dialogue between cultures, between authors of different nationality who talk, exchange
and are enriched with their talents and their imaginative worlds. I see in culture a powerful ferment
to fuel a humanistic and democratic ideal.
Finally, culture and art are with no question the implacable part of societies which resists to the
temptation of standardization of our societies.
Because of all these reasons, culture and art in the diversity of their expression must be preserved
and protected.
Who embodies it the best?
I would say that this idea is first embodied by a special system of public support to artistic creation. I
obviously think about the French cultural policy, which is probably the most exemplary in the world
insofar as it defends the famous “cultural exception”, more essential than ever at the time of
globalization and temptations of withdrawal. This notion has sometimes been misunderstood, as an
exclusive notion intending hegemony, whereas it actually means that creation must not be treated as
an ordinary product in the trade negotiations. It has to be an exception and be able to become
apparent in the plurality of its expressions all over the world.
I know well the national center of the cinema (CNC) and it has tirelessly been defending this
essential principle for cinema and broadcasting for 65 years !
ARTE, the channel I have managed for 2 years, also perfectly embodies this ideal. ARTE is a channel of
culture, of curiosity, of sharing of knowledge and reflection, deeply open onto the others and onto
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the plurality of eyes on the world. This is not as frequent in the broadcasting environment which
tends to standardize and become impoverished. ARTE is radically different, it is a peculiar channel
with character and a strong identity; I think that if ARTE sets itself apart from the other channels, it
has a future !
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
ARTE of course! it is a beautiful adventure for more than 20 years and a great cultural utopia which
must last ! The channel arose out of a strong political will to seal the reconciliation of France with
Germany. Thanks to this basis, to this solid groundwork, ARTE has a particularly interesting binational
dimension! It is not only pioneer in that field but also unique because no other TV channel in the
European broadcasting environment has this binational destiny. It is 20 years early!
I am sure that in the shaping world, the model embodied by ARTE will gain a following; to know how
to work with several nationalities and simultaneously affect several countries is a precious and
unquestionable asset!
If ARTE is both French and German, is also has a European cultural purpose written down in its
contract. The channel has to “conceive, direct and broadcast TV programs that have a cultural and
international characteristic in the largest sense of the word, and likely to favor comprehension and
rapprochement between peoples of Europe”. And it is what it is doing with 85% of European
programs! The ambition we give to culture as a way to strengthen connections between peoples is at
the heart of ARTE’s project.
It is even more essential today where we need to find a salvation for the crisis in Europe, give the
European construction meaning again because it struggles to find its direction. I think that culture is a
primordial tool to live together, a base indispensable to the construction of an economic and political
entity. We will not succeed in durably building Europe on only economic aspects. We need to
elaborate a common imagination able to cement a community, a cultural base which would act as a
link between all the generation of both sides of the Rhine, and a reinvented French-German
relationship driving Europe. That is why we must resort to drastic measures to develop genuine
French and German co productions of drama where the identity of our times is reflected and which is
suitable for feeding a common mythology.
This is what ARTE tries to do since its creation. Thanks to a common memory, ARTE can and must be
a central actor of the transformation of Europe by culture. ARTE can and must help Europe to acquire
a real project of civilization adapted to the digital 21st century.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
ARTE has an ambition to appeal to those who already gave up linear traditional television and its
imposed program. This is one of the reasons why the channel quickly transposed its programs on
internet and started to build is identity in the digital world. We must now pursue and strengthen this
strategy and put in place what we call the “Arte Galaxy” so that the viewer of the channel wants to
stay in the world offered by ARTE, an enriched world in which he will be able to find more content,
more answers to his questions, to his wishes … But also so that those who left television for the
internet can stay with us, particularly the youngest who already left classic television. We must
conceive these different thematic platforms as an extension of all ARTE’s key themes. This is not the
program which gets older, but the audience of linear television, and therefore the support! To keep
on passing on, to have an broad and young audience, ARTE must transpose its values in the digital
world, inventing a galaxy of platforms which will be as many doors open on our world.
ARTE has the objective of becoming a French-German and European reference on the internet the
young people are very keen on!
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Myrim Errais Borges, assistant professor at Isbat (Superior Institute of Beaux-Arts) and Flah
(Faculty of letters, arts and humanities, Manouba), Ministry of Higher Education, Tunisia.
For a free and federative culture
Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Art is a means to express points of view. It enriches who immerses oneself in and gives to every one
the strength and the willpower to create. In a broader sense, culture frees and can federate. In the
case of Tunisia today, culture and creative imagination give many reasons to hope. One year after the
14th of July and the demonstrations of the 9th of March 2012, the “Habib Bourguiba avenue reads”,
showed that the Tunisian society – no matter the political affiliations – can meet around a cultural
project.
Who embodies it the best?
Frida Kahlo, the Mexican artist, victim of a car accident, who lived with her art, while suffering in a
handicapped body embodies those reasons to hope. Art made her “exhilarated”. The example of
Antonio Abreu, Venezuelan conductor, managing a music school open to everyone is also
enlightening.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
A cultural project which would redeem the Tunisian heritage and offer concrete possibilities of work
for the Tunisian youth would be a reason to hope.
Nevertheless, a global and coordinated political action is also more than essential. Every day, the
cultural identity of Tunisia is being attacked and it is time to act for its protection and rehabilitation.
We suffer enormous damages because the artistic expression and the cultural heritage in particular,
are threatened. Salafists threaten to kill the artists since the El-Abdellia exhibition – and the
archeological sites are abandoned and plundered since the revolution. In order for culture to bring
hope, what matters is that actions come from “the top” : decision-makers and leaders from all over
the world must get involved against those destructions or the whole country and its culture are in
danger.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
Through a sustainable program implying all actors likely to make it succeed. My point of view? More
dialogues around cultural projects would encourage a better social and political cohesion.
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Amos Gitai, film director, Israel.

The « raison d’être” of culture:
creating bridges where there are
none

Does culture give you a reason to hope?
Obviously! When you consider ancient societies, artists were considered as healers – crucial to wellbeing. Today, the public tends to consider more and more art works as objects to which a price is
attached. Indeed, the value you can attach is the exchange. How can we make a synthesis between
those two aspirations?
I believe culture can create bridges among wars, killings, etc. It is its “raison d’être”: creating bridges
where there are none. My films talk about hates and atrocities. I keep making films in spite of the
situation and not because of these awful situations. Not only this gives me a reason to hope, but I
think that creation is essential to fight everyday pessimism embodied for instance by evening news.
The role of the artist is to simulate the possible borders and stimulate the future: let’s inject ideas to
create a future. Indeed, ideas are not that weak, they are strong: they create social changes, foster
revolutions…
Who embodies it the best?
The French government, whether it is to become real or not, has for instance proclaimed the
creation of 150,000 accommodations. What kind of new concept of housing is it possible to create to
foster a new dynamic within the nuclear family or with the environment? There is an infinite number
of possibilities! From culture to architecture…
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason for hope?
I am to launch a new museum in Haifa dedicated to my father, Munio Weinraub, Israeli architect of
the Bauhaus movement who built many buildings in Israel including the memorial of Yad Vashem.
The whole relation to the space is explored in this building. Everything was designed in order to
receive the maximum amount of daylight. The architecture of the archive building was designed as
pure and simple, it was thought to create a feeling of harmony and peace which is embodied by the
geometric figures chosen for the building.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
As my mother used to always say: “I do not believe in second life, except when you talk about
descendants and the Arts….
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Catherine Massip, archivist-paleograph, doctor of literature and social sciences, director of study at
the Ecole pratique des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, France.
Culture is not a luxury!
Does culture/creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Culture is constituent of all societies, it is plural, multiform. We almost learned to respect all forms of
cultures, not to preserve them, not to understand them, nor to appreciate what diversity brings.
Culture also changes over the generations. There is no reason to think that creative imagination will
be embodied in forms we do not know yet. We must continue to build the idea that culture is not a
luxury, nor a hobby among others but a link and a space of sharing.
Who embodies it the best?
Every institution which promotes the access and the understanding of the other forms of culture and
creation without any market goal. Every institution (museum, library, concerts and theater
auditoriums, opera houses, etc), which opens its resources through the digitization and the new
technologies.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
Every initiative which uses a cultural activity catching the attention of young artists to work for the
rapprochement of conflicting countries, like for example the orchestra founded by Daniel Barenboïm
with musicians from Israel and Palestine.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
Currently in France, the foundations in all forms – including the recent funds of allocation- can be
used as frameworks for these kinds of initiatives.
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Radu Mihaileanu, film director, France.

Culture: the only and unique reason
to hope

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Culture is the only reason to hope! Knowledge, the wisdom and the development of a thought, a free
will and a complex humanism, will be able to solve the complex problems of our times. There is no
need to try to simplify everything. And yet, if everything is made more complex, only culture, in all its
forms, can answer, help, raise the relevant questions. However, I am quite pessimistic about the
ability to take the bull by the horns. I hope that all politicians, cultural and economic actors seize it.
All the crises (economic, climatic, …) show the inability of the man to consider the world in its
entirety and in its movement. We are at the end of a cycle, we must reinvent ourselves ! This is the
History of humanity, this is sometimes frightening but it is a beautiful reason to hope …
Who embodies it the best?
I have several heroes in my pantheon of hope bringers: Nelson Mandela for his incredible ability to
peace builder; Aung San Suu Ki for her bravery, her perceptiveness, her willpower, her wisdom, her
ability to be “above the noise”, …
All people who succeed in reconciling harmony, balance between ying and yang, the good and the
bad, the analysis and the view. These days, there are sadly a lot of administrators and few visionaries
…
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
Through my movies, I try, and I am not sure that I succeed, to make people think and to give hope
again to take up the challenges of our times. In “Live and Become”, released in 2005, which tells the
story of Ethiopian Jews immigrated in Israel, and particularly this Ethiopian young boy who leaves his
mother and his country to avoid to die, the metaphor of those four mothers who join hands to save a
child is the metaphor of the will to save the planet. In “The Concert”, I wanted to show that some
day, we would be able to reach harmony, like the one between a solo violin and an orchestra,
metaphors of the relations between the individual and the community. In “The Source”, I wonder
about our ability to love and about the women’s rights.
I also have many activities to defend the cultural policy and the “droit d’auteur” through my activities
with the civil society of authors, directors and producers (ADP) and with the society of playwright
authors and composers (SPAC). I also was European ambassador for the Intercultural Dialogue, and
the next year, European ambassador for Creation and innovation. My dream is to organize a
European civil society of authors, directors and producers, that is why I already started a manifesto
of culture where education also plays a central role.
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How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
Through my movies, my political actions, my conferences on the cultural policy, lectures in schools
and universities, I always try to defend, for the future, freedom of expression, diversity and
independence. I prefer to be in a dialogue, in a exchange of thoughts, of struggles. Through the
education of my children (18 and 21 years old), in order for them to become active, smart and
complex members of the global community. I really think that at times of crisis, at the end of a cycle,
this is the ideal moment to innovate, reinvent ourselves, standing again, redouble our energy.
Education is essential : young people have to educate themselves as actors. Not as spectators. Every
one brings his point of view, a strong and diverse opinion. Every one contributes to the world’s
movement and intelligence.
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Richard Rasi, Mayor of Košice, European Capital of Culture, 2013, Slovakia.

Reshaping a city through culture

How does Culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
It is very important to see how much culture, creativity and art contribute to the life of the city. Not
only high profile cultural events but also small initiatives shape the city and its way of development
for the future. I really do think that we need to take culture and creative imagination in to the centre
of our lives and society. Recent development in Košice makes me sure that we are on the best way of
cultural led transformations of the city. Lots of new events where different cultural disciplines meet
together appeared over the last years and they naturally become part of our cultural profile.
Our city has traditional industrial character since many years but in the last periods it started
changing its profile, repositioning itself as a talent friendly city which is supporting creativity and
would like to demonstrate its innovative potential. Since Košice has been selected to be the 2013
European Capital of Culture, we take culture and creative industries as the main drivers for this
transformation.
Stimulation of culture and creativity and its contribution to other parts of the economy is one of the
main objectives of the ECOC - Košice 2013 project. We have prepared a range of events and projects
that are focused on this phenomenon. Using examples and building the transnational learning
platforms could create a room for discussion, cooperation and exchange on European level. This
could than serve as the platform for developing innovations and new excellent projects in the field of
regional and economic development.
This brings a lot of reasons to hope that we have chosen the best way of how to improve and
leverage the potential hidden in our citizens and we could than provide them best environment for
their talent, skills and competitiveness.
Who embodies it the best?
For me one of the best examples is our community development project Spots, which brings forward
the importance of the field work with the citizens and direct contact in the everyday life. I see a
growing number of people engaged in project activities and different programs developed ‘ bottom
up’. In this project, culture is enabling communication at the neighbourhoods’ level, which is very
natural and important for the city. Its success could be easily scaled up and also could help us create
a better and more democratic civic society.
I admire that the numbers of independent initiatives started to operate and contribute to the every
day cultural life. We see various programs for different target audiences popping up and people
enjoy the vibrant atmosphere of the city.
Another example is the very unique situation with the Faculty of arts established at the Technical
University of Košice, which brought new dimension to traditional conception of technical educational
institution. Its students represent the major creative power in many projects and events happening
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in the city. The cooperation between different faculties could bring artists together with talented
technicians and engineers, which could than end up in new innovative results, projects and products.
This has a big potential also in R&D and improving the competitiveness of Košice.
With more than sixteen thousand students, the Technical University of Košice is a major educational
institution in the city and region and with its nine faculties, it represents a strong creative and
innovative potential in the field of education, research and development. Together with two other
universities, the University of Nature Science and university of veterinary medicine. It is a very
important element of the cultural spectrum.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason for hope?
For me, personally, the project or initiative that embodies best my reasons to hope would be Košice
2013, NGO which has been established to implement the European Capital of Culture 2013 project
and is the flag ship initiative of the city. It operates in the field of culture, strategic developments and
international relations on the large scale and best represents the city's approach to the culture and
creativity.
It has been created to prepare a fertile environment for all cultural operators and talented people. It
also represents the biggest cultural project in Slovakia which makes me really proud of my city.
The everyday work of Košice 2013, aims at preparing the infrastructure, networks and educational
programs to improve all levels of the creative ecology needed for better performance of the city.
NGO would like to use the momentum of the ECOC 2013 transformative power and visibility on
european level to help our city and region develop sustainable creative and innovation base driven
by digital developments. This will help us to build new economic, social and cultural structures to
foster a competitive and thriving creative environment.
“We support creativity” has become a motto of all activities of Košice 2013, NGO and also of many
projects which are together creating the program for the years 2012 and 2013.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
Our hope is always in our children and young generation. Therefore we are strongly focused on our
cultural programs on educational activities and projects engaging children and youngsters.
So we fully engage them into cultural and creative development processes. Also in our biggest
investment project, which is transformation of former military warehouses in to the centre for
culture and creativity Kasarne/KulturPark we prepared together with our strongest corporate partner
US Steel project Creative Factory. This project brings together education, contemporary technologies
and artistic expression of industrial processes so children can better decide for their further
education and career.
All projects within the framework of European Capital of Culture are prepared with a strong focus on
sustainability. We are preparing different programs and tools to ensure that culture and creativity
will be the essential part of our future. New infrastructure built in the project framework will help us
to shape our cultural life for many years. So our hope is that our citizens will enjoy the new functions
and forms of cultural venues in the city which remain as tangible evidences of the biggest cultural
transformation of the city in Slovakia.
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Eric Serra, musician/composer, France.

Cultur : the most powerful and the
less expensive of the renewable
energies

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Culture is the field in which the proportion of dream is the most considered and respected. And the
dream is an inexhaustible source of hope!
It seems obvious to me that the usual driving forces of our civilization, that is mainly profit or
religion, are obsolete and take us to a dead end.
Dreams, sensitivity and creative imagination of artists, combined with scientific knowledge and
backed by the realism of economists, industrials and business men, may lead to a new conception of
the society, a new way of life, better adapted to the development of all human beings.
Who embodies it the best?
I have no specific example until today because each of us works for his own: artists for their dreams,
scientists for their knowledge, and business men for their benefits.
Even if some industrials, in order to clear their conscience or simply for the image of their brand,
sometimes support artists, I do not know any project which really associates everyone’s skills with a
common aim.
Nevertheless, I fell like citing the TED collective, whose lectures as fascinating as eclectic, gradually
constitute a reservoir of ideas full of hope.
In another field, I am also thinking about Guy Laliberté, creator of the Cirque du Soleil, for the beauty
and the dimension of the dreams he managed to give a concrete expression, by combining very
diverse skills.
There is also Jérôme Narby, author of the “Cosmic Snake”, for the ideas he expresses in his book, in
which he dares challenge scientific the scientific basis we consider as unshakeable, does not hesitate
to attach as much importance to the irrational and the rational and opens new perspectives which
could change the way we see life and disrupt the course of humanity.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
The creation of UTO: United Thoughts Organization.
A group of artists, economists and scientists, whose goal would only be to try to improve the
happiness on Earth …
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To me, TED.com could be a good embryo, but there is still a long way to go to network all the
wonderful ideas that are being expressed.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
How can I pass on love, respect, and craving for culture to my children, without them considering it
to another form of schooling, or to a simple hobby their father would them like to share?
How can I make them understand as soon as possible the importance of culture, for their personal
development, but also for the future of humanity?
These are questions I ask myself every day because I had the chance to get those concepts very early,
without any obligation, with complete freedom.
Since I was young, I clearly understood that my father had a passion for music, literature, painting,
art in general, and I instinctively knew that these passions was more important than anything else,
except nature he also respected.
I had no television and no other distraction than my guitar, my dog and the surrounding nature, that
is why I early felt the beauty and richness of those worlds I discovered, more particularly music that
became my universe of absolute freedom, with no limit to my imagination.
I try to pass on those values to my children, with tact, without forcing them to “learn”, but I hope
they also will feel the beauty, the strength and the need for culture, despite the many trivial
distractions which try to contaminate them.
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Samuel Sidibé, director of the national museum of Mali, Mali.

Stimulating creativity and
imagination through education and
cultural exchanges

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Yes! Culture, in particular through the development of creative imagination, gives a reason to hope.
But in order to make it efficient, we need to strengthen its situation and its role in the society. The
artistic education, in particular the one of young people, will enable the necessary transformations
by widening the access to culture. In developing countries like Mali, there is still a long way to go to
stimulate the creativity and its diffusion.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
We are currently working on a project of creation of a centre of promotion of the contemporary
cultural expression in the framework of the National Museum in order to give to the creators, all
media taken together, a space of creation and meetings, not only between artists, but also with the
public. The centre has a national, African and international purpose. It will comprise an active
program of mediation in order to enable the different audiences to have access to the creation and
the values it carries. The Centre will try to play an economic role by offering to sale the works of the
artists.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
The centre of promotion of contemporary cultural expression that we are implementing will be able
to pass on culture to future generations: it is indeed an institutional project whose sustainability will
depend on its ability to play its role of space of innovation, meeting and education.
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Celestino Spada, Member of the Italian Association for cultural economy and of the editorial
committee of the Italian newspaper Economia della cultural, Italia.

Towards a better governance to
build the future of culture

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
This is funny that this question is being asked in a country and in a European Union which should be
embarked since 2000 (Lisboa Declaration) on common strategies, shared goals and outcomes
monitoring: so, on the building of an economy and of a society based on knowledge. A “strategic
objective”, that was the highlighted word, which thirteen years after widely stayed wishful thinking,
letting us face a reality in which the power brought up by Henry Bergson replaces the absence of
administrative and political action. But, who in the modern society is supposed to embody the ideas
and aspirations of philosophy?
Who embodies it the best?
The OECD is the institution that has embarked the most and the best in a perspective of continuity in
the last decade, on analysis and documentation of the situation and the problems related to
education and development of cultural and social skills of the new generations, as well as adults.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
Through its annual reports, its comparative evaluations and the benchmarking of the excellent
results of institutes and training courses, the OECD periodically renews and spreads, in the European
union and at the national level, an information flow which allows families, students, trainers,
politicians, public administration, private company managers who work on schools and universities,
to follow the concrete effects of their choices and their actions. Millions of people devote a
considerable amount of their “economic resources”, their professional lives and their aspirations, to
the improvement of the destiny of younger people, the level and the quality of their job
opportunities.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
We must build the future from the present. Television and radio constitute today, in all countries, at
least in Europe, the most popular ways of communication. Simultaneously, the mobile phone and the
social networks in the internet are the technical resources and the communication tools to which the
young people devote most of their time and attention. In parallel with training courses and
education, we should multiply the chances to socially promote them, particularly in the most popular
forms of communication and within a play framework, favoring competition, cultural skills of the
individuals and their ability to exercise them. This is already occurring on grand public television
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channels for music and singing (i.e the international program X-Factor) or for dance and theater (i.e
some programs on Italian TV channels). It might be useful to promote other talents and abilities, also
related to new technologies and to resources used by the young people, with new programs in which
(young) authors, scriptwriters, directors, game creators, would have new opportunities to emphasize
their “creative imagination”.
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David Throsby, economist, Australia.

Culture and the agenda for peace

How does culture/creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
The world has lived many times in history through periods of pessimism and apparent hopelessness.
But through all these periods one thing has endured: the art and culture of humanity that expresses
the very essence of the world’s many civilizations. Today as we look towards a future of global
tensions and economic uncertainty, we can gain inspiration from the work of creative artists who are
constantly at the frontiers of our imagination, remembering the past, celebrating the present and
inventing the future. Many artists are interested in collaboration across borders, opening up
conversations and exchanges of ideas with other cultures. In pursuing such intercultural dialogue,
they contribute directly or indirectly to an agenda for peace. Musicians, for example, can break
down barriers caused by intolerance, fear and misunderstanding, since they practice one of the most
ancient forms of human communication and cultural expression. An excellent illustration is the
West-Eastern Divan orchestra, formed in 1999 by Daniel Barenboim and Edward Said and composed
of musicians from Israel, Palestine, and other Arab countries. These and other ways in which artists
work give us reasons for hope.
Who embodies it the best?
The artists who particularly inspire me are, paradoxically, artists who are a long way removed from
the trappings of modernism. They are the Yolngu bark painters of North-Eastern Arnhem Land in
Australia, inheritors of one of the oldest continuing cultures on the planet. With innate creative
instinct they record their timeless stories in their paintings, and take joy in sharing them. New
communications technologies, including especially the internet, are increasingly enabling people
anywhere in the world to access their work.
What would be the personal initiative/project/work that embodies your reasons for hope?
I look to political leadership which recognizes that the work of creative artists needs to be
encouraged through enlightened cultural policies, not only because this work makes an essential
contribution to the advancement of art in all its forms, but also because of the links between artistic
creativity and economic dynamism. Political vision is needed to comprehend these linkages and to
facilitate their realization. Around the world at present I see an awakening of this vision in a number
of countries where forward-looking cultural policies are being considered or adopted by
governments and public agencies at national, regional and local levels. In an urban context, for
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example, many cities are looking to their creative sectors as a source of cultural and economic
inspiration, recognizing that support for organizations and individuals working in the creative arts can
bring long-term benefits for the community and the urban economy.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
Reference to future generations makes me think of the ways in which we relate to our cultural
heritage, both tangible and intangible. Future generations will engage with culture in ways that are
very different from those that we are accustomed to. But we must ensure that the new media can
convey a sense of the continuity of our culture, at the same time as they enable an exploration of the
new. One of the most important ways in which we can foster an appreciation of the long-term role
of art and culture in society is through education, beginning with the earliest years of schooling,
continuing through secondary and tertiary levels, and carrying forward into life-long learning. A
critical function of education is to open up young people’s minds to the personal fulfilment that can
come from an active engagement with the creative life.
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Androulla Vassiliou, European Commission, Commissioner for Education, Culture, Multilingualism,
Sport, Media and Youth.

Culture is all the more necessary in
the face of the challenges arising
from the current crisis.

How does Culture [creative] imagination give you a reason to hope?
Believing in culture essentially means believing in our future. Culture determines what will remain of
us when we are gone. Civilizations are remembered for the quality of their cultural products as much
as for the state of their economies or finances. The work of our artists will represent all of us, as a
group, in the centuries to come.
The reason we are posing questions regarding hope at this time is because the current economic
crisis is giving us reasons for deep concern and even despair. History shows how economic crisis may
pave the way for extremism, alienation and division: forces with the potential to threaten our
democracy. In such circumstances, artists’ voices can represent the collective conscience and the
demand for freedom. Dictatorial regimes have systematically feared and sought to suppress the work
of artists. If our hope is for a future of peace, mutual understanding and democracy, we should keep
cherishing and supporting culture and our artists.
However, culture and the arts do not only hold significance in a long term perspective. Here and
now, supporting culture may help support us through the difficult moments we are experiencing.
Culture is an important vector for the creation of local jobs and for the economic development of
cities and region. Our cultural and creative sectors – both profit and non-profit making – play a big
role in the European economy, accounting for up to 4.5% of the EU’s GDP. Employment in cultural
and creative industries grows more rapidly than in other industries: 3.5% a year compared with a 1%
growth in employment as a whole.
One of the challenges brought about by the crisis is the risk of social conflict. Fractures and tensions
among groups may deepen, with unforeseeable consequences and costs. There is ample and well
documented evidence that active cultural participation, without being the main means to fight
deprivation, can provide a powerful support to social cohesion. Cultural participation fosters
wellbeing, enhances self-esteem and can improve dialogue among people with different ethnic and
socio-economic backgrounds. Taking part in the arts draws an individual into a community and gives
a sense of belonging. Cinema, music, literature, theatre: all help to bring about an understanding of
the point of view of others and overcome prejudices.
Economic downturns may indeed profoundly demoralize people, and thus damage the chances for
society to look ahead and overcome the difficulties it faces. Culture can be key component of
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wellbeing, as demonstrated by a recent Italian study1; which revealed that cultural participation is
the second predictor of psychological wellbeing after health; and with a significantly stronger impact
than variables such as income, place of residence, age, gender, or occupation. I would argue that this
potential is to be treasured.
Who embodies it the best? What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies
your reason for hope?
There are so many projects and people around, investing their resources and focusing their energies
on the transformative power of culture that it would be difficult and unfair to single out one or two.
The fact that Nicolas Seydoux and the Forum d’Avignon should decide to focus the attention of this
large audience on such a topic is a reason for hope and optimism!
I am deeply impressed by seeing how, in the hands of enlightened actors; the arts and culture have
the potential to drive social and economic progress. The example of urban regeneration that took
place in Bilbao around the Guggenheim Museum is well known, but around Europe the economy of
many other cities and regions has been revived by culture. The Puglia region in Italy, for instance, is
making a strategic use of EU structural funds to enhance creative industries. Each euro spent by the
Apulia Film Commission to support cinema productions in the region, conditional on the employment
of a local workforce, generates at least four Euros expenditure in the territory plus important indirect
returns in terms of tourism and socio-economic development. Above all, the programme gives hope
and opportunities to young people who are able to find appealing job prospects in their region.
Overcoming a crisis requires that we look ahead and invest in the future. The striking experience of
“El Sistema” for music education in Venezuela has already positively impacted the situation of
hundreds of thousands of children in need through high level music education. Similar programs
initiated in Europe2 are having a dramatic impact on education attainment and self-confidence for
children living in challenging circumstances3. They show that involvement in music may change
children’ attitudes and expectations, and give them respect for themselves, for each other, and for
education.
Even with sensitive issues such as the social situation of Roma people in Europe, culture and the arts
have a role to play. Though the challenging situation of the Roma is first an issue of poverty and
material deprivation, it is also an issue of cultural exclusion, prejudice and stereotypes. The success
of measures to tackle material deprivation also depends on how such cultural exclusion is tackled.
Tackling cultural exclusion is possible only if people have an opportunity to meet face to face and to
start to understand the perspective of the other – this is what we call intercultural dialogue. Arts and
culture can provide a platform for positive encounters and a safe space that helps to overcome
differences and fears.
We have recently organized an event focusing on the contribution of culture to Roma inclusion.
Through several concrete exemplas, we could see how active participation in arts and cultural
activities can educate and empower, and also open a space of sharing and understanding between
the minority and the majority populations. In one of the most deprived Roma settlements in eastern
Slovakia, for instance, a group of children and young adolescents created a theatre company, the
Slumdog theatre. This not only brought those involved a great sense of personal accomplishment,
1

Grossi, Sacco, et al., 2011
Eg In Harmony England, supervised by Julian Lloyd Weber, « Rhythl is it » in Berlin, initiated by Sir Simon
Rattle ; SUPERAR in Vienna
3
For solid figure : www.ihse.org.uk/research
2
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but provided the audiences to which they perform to a much deeper understanding of their reality
and the issues that they, along with many others, face on a daily basis.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
For the moment,, as the European Commissioner responsible for culture, my main endeavor is to
advocate for a sustained policy and financial support to culture even in times of crisis. As discussed
earlier, culture is not a luxury. It is not a cost. It is a necessary investment to ensure the healthy
working of society – and it is all the more necessary in the face of the challenges arising from the
current crisis.
It is for all the above reasons that the commission, when putting forward its proposal for a new
programme for culture and the audiovisual after 2013 (creative Europe), proposed a 37% increase on
current spending levels. We hope that the programme, not only because of its increased budget but
above all because of its strategic conception, will provide a significant support to capacity building for
cultural and creative operators. We now count on the support of the sector, Member States and the
European Parliament to help us achieve our goals, and to ensure that Europe’s cultural and creative
sector remains as vibrant and stimulating as possible.
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Zahia Ziouani, conductor, France.

Finding back the taste for
knowledge through art

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope?
Culture is for me one of the fields that make ambitious challenges possible in terms of society. The
current society, based on a strong consumption and more and more individualistic visions, is looking
for change. The cultural actions made by many cultural actors offer times of sharing, meetings and
embody the social, intergenerational and cultural diversity. These times of sharing are precious and
art and culture federate all the people in their diversity.
Who embodies it the best?
The local governments are, for most of them, aware of the challenges concerning the access to
culture. Many cities, even small ones, are very dynamic. I am lucky to realize artistic and cultural
projects in the city of Stains, where the strong political will meets local actors around artistic,
cultural, educational, social and educational skills. All these competences combine in order to offer
to the people a strong cultural offer and allow very diverse audiences to live and understand strong
moments of culture.
What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope?
The symphonic orchestra Divertimento that I run is a strong example of these artistic projects that
combine a great artistic demand, but also innovation and sharing. This orchestra makes us think
about new ways of offering symphonic music programs. It opens its programming to great works of
the symphonic repertoire, but also to traditional and classical heritage of other continents, thus
allowing to show during the same concert both the European classical music and the classical music
from other countries. It also uses the richness of the symphonic orchestra’s tone to perform jazz or
film music. The cultural action of the orchestra is developed around two main lines : actions of
consciousness raising and the Divertimento Academy. The Divertimento Academy enables to develop
educational projects, which place the orchestra in the centre of the musical education, in relationship
with the artistic schools. Those projects allowed the symphonic orchestra Divertimento to acquire a
strong experience, that made it develop the DEMOS project (projects of music education and
orchestra with a social dimension), with the Cité de la Musique of Paris.
How would you like to pass it on to future generations?
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Hope is a strong feeling, which is unfortunately more and more absent from the young generations’
feelings. I would like, through all the actions we do about culture, to foster the taste for knowledge
and art of the young generations. It is also through the practice of art that that the young generation
can feel the promotion of their potential, the notion of surpassing oneself, the sense of curiosity and
openness on other worlds, that enable them to have great ambitions.
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